
Report on Montessori workshop 

Montessori session on 6th July 2019 was conducted by Ms. Kumud Bisht. She is a 

Montessori teacher trainer, one of the pioneer Montessori trainers in Delhi. She has been 

instrumental in taking Ardee Teacher Training Centre to great heights. In her 18 years of 

experience has trained many girls and women from various walks of life. Passionate about 

Montessori education she conducts workshops in various schools. She has helped set up 

Montessori Environments in many schools. Her aim is to make a difference in the generation 

next by providing holistic training to teachers and students to be good role models for 

them.  

In this session they covered theme – “My Family/Friend & My home”.  

Activity 1: It began with a beautiful rhyme on family using finger puppets. They informed 

us, that it’s better to keep our actions linear & consistent while singing rhyme for the kids.  

 

Activity 2: Introducing theme (home) using flash cards. Where we talked about different 

spaces in the house, and also matching the name card with the pictures. All the materials 

were color coded and were in the same size.  

    

Activity 3: Sensorial (Tactile) Materials used were all from around house like piece of 

carpet, curtain, cushion cover & cotton cloth. They guided us to use 2 finger tips to feel the 

texture as fingertip has the maximum sensation.  



 

Activity 4: Time line: Creating journey of a child from age 0-5 using their photographs. 

Showing the life cycle of a child. 

 
Activity 5: Creating a story with children: We all decided a topic (When mumma is not 

home) then all came up with their ideas on the topic. The teacher drew accordingly on 

pasted it on A4 size sheet and assembled it together. Then narrated the final story. 

 

      It was a fun and an enriching session, which have definitely given all of us some ideas to add 

on to our curriculum age appropriately. 


